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Amazon * A beautiful agent with a ferocious work ethic. It was a bad day to be assigned to Intel. Tom, Holly, and Sam work to complete an anonymous assignment from the Director, but when her cover is blown, agent Wyatt is implicated, putting the integrity of every operation in jeopardy. Aram reaches out for help, but no one but Tom will help her. Toni can be a lethal weapon, and
her new assignment will force her to reveal her true identity. But she is on a mission to expose corruption within the Agency, and if she succeeds, it could be a short stay. Wyatt’s investigation, on the other hand, brings him into direct contact with Aram’s father, Erik Svenson. Tom vows to get to the bottom of this case, but can he do it from the inside? Holly volunteers to shadow him,
but some things are better kept private. Amazon * A beautiful agent with a ferocious work ethic. It was a bad day to be assigned to Intel. Tom, Holly, and Sam work to complete an anonymous assignment from the Director, but when her cover is blown, agent Wyatt is implicated, putting the integrity of every operation in jeopardy. Aram reaches out for help, but no one but Tom will
help her. Toni can be a lethal weapon, and her new assignment will force her to reveal her true identity. But she is on a mission to expose corruption within the Agency, and if she succeeds, it could be a short stay. Wyatt’s investigation, on the other hand, brings him into direct contact with Aram’s father, Erik Svenson. Tom vows to get to the bottom of this case, but can he do it from

the inside? Holly volunteers to shadow him, but some things are better kept private. Toni’s unwilling to reveal her identity, so she turns to the one person she trusts: Tom. But it’s not a relationship built on trust, and when a high-level agent gets in the way, someone could get hurt. “Highlighting” the work. It’s the end of the work day. . One of the dailies leading to a life-threatening
vocation. It is a sad moment. Around danish. Man and Sky IPK-9113.00 Belátsó - Magyar n 3da54e8ca3
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